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Fleet Washing Made Easy!

In business since 1988, Bitimec has pioneered the field of mobile washing 
machines for on-road and on-rail vehicles. We make more models and sell 
more machines than all of our competitors combined!
Our cost effective mobile machines are designed to make jobs easier and 
faster while using far less labor, water and time than conventional 
methods.
No matter what you need to wash, we will offer you the easiest solutions 
on the market, affording you the fastest ROI.
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Wash Bots A225 CH

The A225-CH is an autonomous mobile washer available with electric start 
gasoline or diesel engines. This model has 2-speed hydrostatic traction 
which allows the machine to turn on a dime and be operated on any paved 
surface. Hydraulic oil drives the water pump and extra wide 48’ diameter-
brush.

A custom trailer allows distributors and contact washers to transport this 
and other suitably equipped Wash-Bots models to be used for demos or 
contract cleaning. Setup time takes only 5 minutes.

Technical Features
Power supply
Engine power
Traction power supply
Brush rotation power supply
Brush Inclination
Weight Empty
Weight Loaded
Standard brush diameter
XL brush diameter
Water tank capacity
Brush Rotation
Washing speed
Base Size
Overall Height
Effective wash height
Standard Brush Fiber
Overall height with standard brush

Gasoline/Diesel
7 HP (4.5 kW)
Hydraulic
Hydraulic
0° – 10°
926 lbs. (420 kg)
1984 lbs (900 kg)
41” (1030 mm)
48” (1220 mm)
98 Gallons (370 L)
100 RPM
0–112 ft./min (20 m/min)
42” x 48“ (107cm x 122 cm)
8–15’ (240-440cm)
8–15’ *
UV resistant, feathered polyethylene 
4200 mm

Entry level gasoline-powered mobile
washer made for 24/7 operation

* 13’6” wash height in stock. Custom wash heights available.


